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Abstract 
A number set is called a h -basis of the interval [0, ]n , if each integer in [0, ]n may be 
represented a sum of at most h  elements of . To find the minimal h -basis is also called postage 
stamp problem. In this paper, we will present a new construction for h -basis, which is near the 
optimal one locally.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Suppose that and are two number sets, as usual, define 
 | ,a b a b         . 
and for a non-negative integer h , h represents the set of all possible sums of h  elements of 
 , where the elements repetition is allowed, that is, h  is the summation of h ’s sets . 
Suppose that n  is a natural number, a set of non-negative integers is called an additive basis 
of order h  for the interval [0, ]n , if [0, ]h n . Denoted by ( , )n h  the largest integer 
n with that [0, ]h n , and for positive integer k , define     
 
| |
( , ) max ( , )
k
n h k n h



 .                         (1.1) 
We call  is a extreme h -basis if ( , ) ( , ), | |n h n h k k   . To find the precise value of 
( , )n h k  and design extreme h -basis is also called postage stamp problem. 
Rohrbach [6] prove that   
( , )
h k hk n h k
hh
           .                        (1.2) 
For the case 2h  , he presents a lower bound  
2
(2, ) , 1.
4
kn k k                        (1.3) 
Hämmerer and Hofmeister [3] improve as 
210(2, ) .
9 4
kn k                              (1.4) 
And then, in papers [4], [5] it is further improved that  
22(2, ) .
7
n k k                              (1.5) 
It is not difficult to know that a construction of h -basis may be extended to a construction of 
h -basis, where  is an arbitrary positive integer. With this mechanism, and applying a 
unpublished result of R. Windecker for (3, )n k , Hofmeister [4] prove that  
                   [ /3] [( 3[ /3]) / 2] 1( , ) 4 / 3 8 / 7 / ( )h h h h kn h k k h O h   .            (1.6) 
Correspondingly, for h and n given, we define ( , )h n as the minimal size in all the h -basis of 
interval [0, ]n , namely  
 ( , ) min ( , )h n n h        .                         (1.7) 
Then (1.6) may be re-written as  
                          1/ 1/3( , ) ( )(4 / 3)
hnh n h o h   .                       (1.8) 
For the detail of postage stamp problem, refer to see the survey paper of Alter and Barnett [1]. 
In this paper, we will present a new construction for h -basis, our main result is that 
 
Theorem 1.  If 2exp( )n h , then  
                      1/( , ) / 2.32 log log ( ) .hh n n h e n o h                  (1.9) 
 
From Theorem 1, it directly follows that 
 
Corollary 1.  Let 
1/( , )sup
h
h
k
n h k h
k e
      , then lim 1hh   . 
 
2.  The Proof of Theorem 1. 
 
In the new construction, we will apply two notions, kB - sequence and the complement of a subset 
in finite group, which is introduced in paper [6] with a extension in this paper. 
A set is called kB - sequence if all the sums of arbitrary k elements of are different. Denoted 
by ( )k n  the maximal size of kB - sequences contained in the interval [0, ]n . S.C. Bose and S. 
Chowla [2] provided a lower-bound of ( )k n  
                           1/ 1/( ) ( ).k kk n n o n                             (2.1) 
Suppose that G is an Abelian group of order q , A is a non-empty subset of G , and 1X , 2X , 
 , kX are k subsets of G , we call the family 1kiX  is a k -complement of A to G , if G   
1 2 kA X X X    , 
1
i
i k
X
 
 is the size of the complement, and denoted by ( , )k A G  
the minimal k -complement of A to G . For convenience, write ( 1) ( 1) / !ˆ kr r r r k kC     , 
( , )km A G  , then by the definition, it has ˆ km A GC   , and  
1/
1/ 2( , ) (2 ) .
2
k
k k Gk kA G k
e A
        
                   (2.2) 
 
In the proof of Theorem 1 it will be employed a sharper upper-bound for ( , )k A G .  
 
Lemma 1. Suppose that G is an Abelian group of order ,q A and B are arbitrary two subsets of 
G , then for arbitrary integer 0t  , there is a subset X of t  elements inG such that  
                        \ ( ) 1
t
A
B A X B
q
      
.                       (2.3) 
 
Proof.  We will take the induction on integer t , and at first prove (2.3) for 1t  .  
For any ,v G  write vA A v  , denoted by A  , then clearly   
v
v G
A G

  , 
where expression G  represents copies of setG . So,  
( ) ( )v v
v G v G
B A B A B G B 
 
         . 
Hence, v
v G
B A B

  , and there is at least one z G , such that /zA B B G  , 
and,  
\ ( ) 1vB A v B B A Bq
          . 
This prove (2.3) for 1t  . Suppose that , ,X G X t  such that (2.3) hold. Let 
\ ( )B B A X   , replacing B by B , as the observation above for 1t  , there is v G , such 
that \ (1 / )vB A q B    , let X X v  , then 
   
1
\ ( ) \ ( ) ( \ ( ) \ ( ) \ ( )
1 1 .
t
B A X B A X A v B A X A v B A v
B B
q q
  
         
              

 
So the induction is finished.                                                        
 
Lemma 1 is also applied in paper [6]. 
 
Lemma 2. Suppose that G  is an Abelian group of order ( 1)q  , A  is a non-empty subset of 
G , let 0k be the maximal integer with that  1/( log ) / log 2q q A q   , then  
 
  0
1/
0
1/
0 0
( log ) / log ,               if  ,
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( log ) / log ,             if  .
k
k
k
k q q A q k k
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                  
               (2.4) 
 
Proof.  At first, assume that 0k k , and let A  ,  1/( log ) / kt q q     , by lemma 1, 
there is a subset 1X  with no more than t elements, such that  
2 2
/
1 2\ ( ) 1 1 2
t
t q t tG A X q e q q
q q q
                   
i.e. 
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t t tA X q t
q q q
                  
Let 1 1A A X  , and apply Lemma 1 to 1A  again, there is the subset 2X with no more than 
t elements, such that  
1
2 2
/1 1 1
1 2 2\ ( ) 1 1 2
t
A t qA A t A tG A X q e q q
q q q
                  
 
i.e. 
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A t A tt tt t
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11 . ( )2 2
t t t A t
q q
            
By the induction, there are subsets 1 2 1, , , , ,1 1,k iX X X X t i k     such that 
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Let 1 1 2 1k kA A X X X      , logt t q      , apply Lemma 1 to 1kA  again, there is 
a subset kX with no more than t elements, such that 
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         
         
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So the first one of (2.4) is proved, and the second one is obvious for 1 2( , ) ( , )k kA G A G   , if  
1 2.k k                                                                        
 
It seems that the second estimation of (2.4) for the case 0k k may be done better through further 
investigation, for which will not been used in this paper, so is simplified.  
 
The Proof of Theorem 1： 
Let 1/hp n    , ,a k  be two integers,1 k a h   , which will be determined later . Denoted 
by ( )!h am p h a   , then by (2.1), there is a h aB  -sequence  in [0, ]m  with   
1/( )h am  . Denoted by ( )h a    , it is clear that ( )ˆ h a h apC    ，where expression 
( 1) ( 1) / !ˆ dr r r r d dC     . Let h a kq p   , and ( , )k qZ    . By Lemma 2, it has 
1/
1/log log (log ) log
k
kqk q q k p n n
                        
  .                   
Suppose that is an extreme h-basis of [0, ]hq , by (1.2), 
2
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1/
1/ ( ) /
1 (1/ ) ( ) /
( )
/
. ( / )
h a k h
h a k h
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p h h
p h h n
p h n 
 

 
  
  
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Let  | 0 ,ij p j p h a k i h         ,         . We claim that set  is a 
h -basis of [0, ]n : For any integer [0, ], ,z n z hq  write ,z sq r  0 r q  , s h . 
Then, there are ,x   y k ，such that x y r   mod q , suppose that x y tq r   , 
clearly, t h , hence it has  
( ) ( ) ( )z x y s t q h a k a k           . 
Let ( 0.8415)  be the zero of equation 1(1 ) 0te t e   , and (log log ) /k n     , 
2 loga k h    ，then it has 
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       
        
    
    
 
  
 
Corollary 1 indicates that the construction described above will near the optimal one locally when 
h  is larger and log log ( )n o h , however, due to the term log log n it is impeded to more 
large interval of n , so, any one substantively improvement on Lemma 2 will bring corresponding 
improvement on Theorem 1. 
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